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PREFACE
Battlefields represent some of our
nation's most significant historic
properties. Our nation achieved
independence through the trial of
battle, and military action often deter
mined the very boundaries of this
country. The momentous decision of
whether we would remain one country
or two was settled by war. The great
clash of cultures between the first
Americans and the later European
settlers was determined in military
engagements.
Battlefields are an important type of
cultural landscape. They are places that
have been profoundly marked by
human endeavor. While the signifi-

cance of many battlefields derives from
a brief and extraordinarily violent
moment in time, the basic principles for
identifying, evaluating, documenting,
registering, and protecting these
historic properties can be applied more
broadly, particularly to significant
historic rural landscapes. The charac
teristics that define a broad range of
rural landscapes - natural features,
land uses, vegetation, historic building
types - also define many battlefields.
The threats to rural landscapes changing land uses, loss of vegetation,
alteration to natural features, loss and
replacement of historic buildings also are occurring on many battlefields.

The battlefields of American history
reflect important aspects of our culture
and heritage. These lands today face
unprecedented threats to their survival.
Their loss would destroy an important
part of our shared historic experience.
This publication is designed to assist in
the recognition of these important
properties worthy of preservation. We
should never forget the sacrifices made
on these fields.
Lawrence E. Aten
(former) Chief
Interagency Resources Division
National Park Service
Department of the Interior
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"Johnny, if a boy dies for his country the glory is his forever, isn't it?"
Confederate soldier Will Pope's dying words to his friend Johnny Green, Shiloh battlefield, Tennessee, April 7, 1862. 1

"Through those motels and fried-chicken stands, Pickett's men charged. The first line faltered in the
Burger King parking lot and regrouped next to the Tastee Freeze."
Tour guide standing on Cemetery Ridge, pointing to the west of Gettysburg National Military Park, 1991. 2

1 Quoted

in Emory M. Thomas, Travels to Hallowed Ground. A Historian's Journey to the American Civil War (Columbia, S.C.:
University of South Carolina Press, 1987), p. 52.
2
Quoted in Edward T. McMahon, "Saving Our Sense of Place," The Environmental Forum, (May/June, 1991), p. 16.
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I. BATTLEFIELDS ON 'I HE
LANDSCAPE
Throughout our history, warfare was
virtually endemic in this country. From
the earliest days of settlement through
World War II, generations of Americans
have witnessed or participated in the
clash of arms on American soil.
The great issues of liberty, democ
racy, expansion, and the defense of
homeland and culture were settled on
numerous American battlefields.
Warfare between the American Indians
and the European ethnic groups that
settled the country spanned centuries.
The colonial wars between France,
Spain, and Great Britain, culminating in
the French and Indian War (1754-1763),
ended the titanic struggle for world
domination between the forces of

absolute monarchy and constitutional
monarchical rule. Thirteen years later
the American colonists battled in the
defense of liberty against what they
perceived to be the despotism of the
British empire. The independence of
America was then secured in the War of
1812, and with the War for Texas
Independence in 1836. The War with
Mexico (1846-48) extended American
institutions across the continent. All of
these efforts paled in comparison with
the American Civil War (1861-1865),
when the very idea of America as a
unified nation and the font of liberty
was challenged and sustained in an epic
struggle. The Spanish-American War
(1898) was fought, among other reasons,

to deliver the Cuban people from
despotic Spanish rule. The American
struggle for democracy during World
War II (1941-1945) was fought in part on
American territory in the islands of the
Pacific and Alaska.
Battlefields associated with these
wars are found across the land. They all
share common qualities - they are a
significant part of our national heritage
and they face unprecedented threats to
their continued existence. This bulletin
is designed to provide guidance in the
identification, evaluation, and registra
tion in the National Register of Historic
Places of these important components of
our national patrimony.

Battlefields meet National Register Criterion A if they are associated with important military events. On January 17, 1781, in these fields,
stretched across the Green River Road, Brig. Gen. Daniel Morgan led his army of tough Continentals and backwoods militia to a brilliant
victory over Lt. Col. Banastre Tarleton's larger force of British regulars. This victory at the Battle of Cowpens played an important part in
the chain of British disasters in the South which led to their ultimate defeat at Yorktown. ( Photo by Cowpens National Battlefield).
1

II. A HISTORICAL
PERSPECTIVE ON
BATTLEFIELD PRESERVATION
In 1925 the Anny War College
reported to Congress that it could
identify the location of more than 3,400
encounters, skirmishes, and battles in
the United States. 3 While these num
bers might indicate that battlefields
were ubiquitous, in the 19th century
there was a concern that while the
memory of the valor displayed on these
battlefields would remain, knowledge
of their actual location was rapidly
fading. Many of these sites were located
in rural areas, unmarked, and undiffer
entiated from surrounding fields,
orchards, and woodlands. Less than
forty years after the Gvil War an
observer noted that:
one could easily drive through the
whole [Shenandoah] Valley with
hardly a reminder anywhere that on
these famous fields on either side of
the turnpike were glorious deeds of
daring, superb achievements of
generalship, and battles far reaching

in their consequences. The battle
fields all over Virginia are still
unmarked.4

battlefields at Chickamauga and
Chattanooga, Congress, for the first
time, approved the acquisition of
nationally significant historic property
from private owners, through purchase
Commemoration of battlefields
through the construction of monuments or by condemnation through the power
of eminent domain. As importantly, in
is an ancient practice and began in the
January 1896 the power of Congress to
United States late in the 18th century.
enact these significant historic preserva
But the idea of preserving an entire
tion laws was unanimously upheld by
battlefield was a new concept and
the U.S. Supreme Court (United States v.
virtually a singular American practice,
which began when Congress established Gettysburg Electric Ry., Co., 160 U.S. 668
the Chickamauga-Chattanooga National (18%)). Important also was the estab
Military Park in 1890. 5 The events of the lishment of the policy of preserving the
battlefields as nearly as possible in their
Civil War led to the creation of both a
system of national military cemeteries
condition at the time of the battle.
and national military parks. In several
In addition, there have been numer
instances the cemeteries became the
ous efforts by State and local govern
nuclei for the later establishment of the
ments and private individuals to
military park, such as at Gettysburg. 6
preserve or commemorate battlefields.
The Federal government's involve
In a number of instances the efforts of
ment in battlefield preservation had
private citizens or veterans of the battle
important impacts on the development
to preserve the battlefield preceded that
of national historic preservation poli
of government agencies.
cies.7 In the 1890s, acting to protect the

3
Ronald F. Lee, The Origins and Evolution of the Military Park Idea (Washington, D.C.: National Park Service, U.S. Department
of the Interior, 1973), p. 5.
4
"The Preservation of the Past," An Address Delivered Before the Association for the Preservation of Virginia Antiquities,
by Charles W. Kent, M.A., Ph.D., in the House of Delegates, Richmond, Virginia, on March 14, 1901. (Richmond: Wm. Ellis
Jones, 1901), p. 13.
5
Reuben M. Rainey, 'The Memory of War: Reflections on Battlefield Preservation." The Yearbook of l.Andscape Architecture:
Historic Preservation (New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold Company Inc., 1983), p.70.
6
Lee, The Origin and Evolution of the National Military Park Idea, p. 19.
7
The following discussion is taken from Lee, The Origin and Evolution of the National Military Park Idea, pp. 36-37.
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III. WHY BATTLEFIELDS HAVE
BEEN PRESERVED
The original motivation in rommemo
rating battlefields was to memorializ.e
the bravery and self-sacrifice of the men
fallen in battle. President Lincoln noted
that these places had been consecrated
by the brave men who struggled there,
and that the ground was hallowed by
the presence of those who gave their
lives that the nation might live. The
movement to construct monuments
dedicated to individual units in the
1880s gave many battlefields their
current park-like appearance. These
post-battle memorialization efforts have
acquired their own historical signifi
cance.
A second use of battlefields in the late
19th century was as the scene of national
reconciliation as these places of carnage
became meeting places for former foes
during the Civil War. As the passions of
war cooled, large numbers of Union and
Confederate veterans met at annual
commemorations on battlefields. As
Oliver Wendell Holmes stated in 1884,
there was kept alive the memory that "in
our youths our hearts were touched
with fire. It was given to us to learn at
the outset that life is a profound and
passionate thing."
In the 19th century, railroads were
interested in promoting visits to battle
fields. They lobbied Congress to

establish the first five Civil War parks
and erected monuments adjacent to
their rights of way.
Battlefields were also saved for their
unique role as schools for military
study. The preservation of large areas
as national military parks offers an
unparalleled opportunity to study large
and small-scale maneuvers of actual
combat on grounds that remain essen
tially unchanged from the time of battle.
The U.S. Army Center for Military
History still facilitates "staff rides" on
Civil War battlefields for officers
attending professional military educa
tion centers.
A final reason for the early preserva
tion of battlefields was to protect places
that held profound historical signifi
cance for the nation as a whole. In the
1896 Gettysburg case the U.S. Supreme
Court held that not only was the
preservation of these places a public
use, but that it was closely ronnected
with the welfare of the republic itself. It
has been observed that battlefields merit
preservation because, like all historic

properties, they "help maintain a
consciousness of the past that is essen
tial for the development of a coherent
cultural identity."8 Rather than glorify
ing war or the worst elements of
passion that war can ignite, American
battlefields serve as places of quiet
contemplation on the courage and
dedication of the participants and of the
dreadful toll of warfare.
There are further reasons to preserve
battlefields. In many instances battles
occurred on open agricultural lands and
these areas are still in agricultural use.
In promoting economic diversity, many
States encourage the continued use of
agricultural lands, which frequently
contributes to the preservation of the
battlefield site. In areas experiencing
rapid development the preservation of
these open spaces can add to the quality
of life for these communities by preserv
ing the beauty of the rural landscape
and natural habitats for wildlife. The
preservation of battlefields can also
provide economic benefits to public and
private owners stemming from tourism.

Beginning in the late 19th century,
battlefields became the focus of national
reconciliation between the fonner foes of the
American Civil War. Shown here on July 3,
1913, are members of the Philadelphia
Brigade Association, and Pickett's Division
Association, reuniting at the stone wall of
the Angle on the Gettysburg battlefield,
during the 50th anniversary reunion of the
veterans of the Battle of Gettysburg. (Photo
by Gettysburg National Military Park).
8

Rainey, 'The Memory of War: Reflections on Battlefield Preservation," p. 78.
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IV. 'I HE STATUS OF
BATTLEFIELD PRESERVATION
Estimating the number of American
battlefields is a subjective exercise
whose result is determined by how
battlefields are defined. As noted
earlier, the Army War College identified
the location of more than 3,400 encoun
ters, skirmishes, and battles associated
with the military history of our country.
Other calculations have produced
widely different counts. One exhaustive
chronicler of Civil War military action,
Frederick H. Dyer, in his 1909 book A
Compendium of the War of the Rebellion,
counted 10,455 military actions in the
four-year war. Using another defini
tion, the U.S. Army counted 8,700 such
actions in the Index to Battles of its late
19th century 128-volume War of the
Rebellion: A Compilation of the Official
Records of the Union and Confederate
Armies. Regardless of the definition,
there are hundreds if not thousands of
American battlefields, both small and
large.
Since the creation of the first national
military park in 1890 some twenty-nine
battlefields, numerous forts and na
tional cemeteries have been preserved
by the Federal government. In addition,
State park systems include more than
forty battlefields and a number of forts.

While these numbers may seem impres
sive, many battlefields remain unrecog
nized and unprotected, and particular
periods of our country's military history
are under-represented in State or
Federal holdings and in listings in the
National Register of Historic Places.
A recent review of National Register
listings for battlefields reveals that of a
total 236 battlefields listed in the
National Register there are 62 battle
fields from the entire colonial period.
This number, encompassing military
action between 1564 and 1783, com
prises 27 percent of the total number of
battlefields listed in the National
Register. Civil War battlefields, repre
senting four years of fighting, comprise
some 35 percent of all National Register
battlefields. Seriously under-repre
sented in National Register listings are
battlefields associated with the period
1866 to 1900, which covers the major
period of the Indian Wars in the trans
Mississippi West. There are 21 battle
fields from this period listed in the
National Register (9 percent of all
battlefields listed). One study of the
Indian Wars noted that the sites of
almost 50 major engagements between
soldiers and American Indians, mostly

in the Plains States, can be identified. 9
In the National Park System, there are
currently only five battlefields associ
ated with the colonial wars, three from
the War of 1812, and seven battlefields
associated with the Indian Wars. A
survey of 58 battlefields associated with
the Civil War noted that more than half
of them lack adequate protection by
public or private agencies.10 Develop
ment pressures immediately outside of
the parks pose a threat to even those
battlefields preserved in Federal
ownership.
An important step in the preserva
tion of battlefields is that they be
recognized by listing in the National
Register of Historic Places. Listing
properties in the National Register often
changes the way communities perceive
their historic resources and gives
credibility to State and local efforts to
preserve these resources as living parts
of our communities. The information
contained in the surveys of these
historic places and in the National
Register nomination forms can be used
for a variety of purposes, including
public heritage education, planning by
local, State, or Federal agencies, and in
publications.

Robert G. Ferris, ed., Soldier and Brave: Historic Places Associated with Indian Affairs and the Indian Wars in the Trans-Mississippi
West, The National Survey of Historic Sites and Buildings, Volume XII (Washington, D.C.: United States Department of the
Interior, 1971), p. 46.
10 Frances H. Kennedy, ed., The Civil War Battlefield Guide, (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1990), p. xi.
9
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V. GUIDELINES FOR
IDENTIFYING, EVALUATING,
AND REGISTERING
BATTLEFIELDS
The following sections offer guidance
to State historic preservation offices,
Federal agencies, local governments,
preservation professionals, and inter
ested individuals in preparing nomina
tions to the National Register of Historic
Places for historic battlefields. The
National Register process involves the
identification, evaluation, and registra
tion of historic properties, and is most
efficiently undertaken in the following
sequence:

IDENTIFICATION
• Defining the historic context
• Conducting historic research
• Surveying the battlefield

EVALUATION
•
•
•
•
•

Defining significance
Apply the National Register criteria
Select Areas of Significance
Define Period of Significance
Assessing integrity

• Apply qualities of integrity
• Classify contributing and noncontributing resources
• Evaluate overall integrity
• Selecting defensible boundaries
• Where to draw the boundary
• Discontiguous boundary

REGISTRATION

• Completing National Register form
• Following registration procedures
in 36 CFR Part 60.

Battlefields can remind us
of the sometimes ,xiinful
choices that divided our
country. The Battle of
Moores Creek, in Pender
County, North Carolina,
was an important action in
the apening phases of the
American Revolution.
Here on February 27, 1776,
Patriot forces clashed with
and defeated a larger force
of Scottish Loyalists. This
battlefield commemorates
the deeply divided loyalties
in the American colonies
between those who
supported independence
and those who remained
loyal to their King. (Photo
by North Carolina Division
of Archives and History).
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VI. IDENTIFYING
BATTLEFIELDS
DEFINING THE
HISTORIC
CONTEXT
The significance of a battlefield can
only be understood when the battle is
considered within its historic context.
The historic context of a battlefield is the
chronological period, the geographic
area, and the series of events which
account for its occurrence and help
explain its significance. Many indi
vidual battles were part of a larger
military campaign that may need to be
described to place a battle in context. To
qualify for listing in the National
Register, battlefields can be significant
at the local, the State, or the national
level. To be significant at the local level,
a battle must have been associated with
military events important in the history
of a town, city, county, cultural area, or
region. Battlefields are significant in a
statewide context when they are
associated with an aspect of military
history important to the State as a
whole. Battlefields significant in a
national context are those associated
with a facet of military history that had
, an important impact on the entire
nation.
The significance of battles cannot be
understood in a vacuum. For example,
the importance of the Union victory at
the Battle of Antietam in 1862 is best
understood by knowing that in the late
summer of that year the Confederacy
had launched a coordinated invasion in
the West and the East, that at the time
President Abraham Lincoln was
desperately waiting for a Northern
victory to issue his Emancipation
Proclamation, and that the European
powers were closely watching the
military situation while considering
whether to offer to mediate the conflict
(which implied recognizing the Confed
eracy as an independent nation). An
awareness of the crucial nature of the
outcome of the Battle of Antietam puts
into perspective, or context, the stagger
ing losses of 23,000 casualties during the
6

bloodiest day in American history. The
geographic component of the context
for this battle is the campaign in North
ern Virginia/Western Maryland, and
the time frame for understanding the
battle is the early fall of 1862.
Sometimes the significance of a battle
is readily apparent, such as the victory
of the American and allied forces over
the British at Yorktown, Virginia,
during the American Revolution, which
led to peace talks and the recognition by
Great Britain of America's indepen
dence. Other battles are important not
so much for the events that occurred on
the day of the battle, but rather for what
they set in motion. For example, Balls
Bluff Battlefield in Loudoun County,
Virginia, was the scene of a Civil War
battle which accounted for a small
number of casualties. Yet this event had
a profound impact on the later course of
the war. The bungling of the Union
commanders during that 1861 battle led
radical Republicans in Congress to
create a Joint Committee on the Con
duct of the War. This committee
undertook the first exercise of congres
sional authority to oversee and investi
gate operations of the Executive Branch
of the Federal government. Had there
not been this political response to the
Battle of Balls Bluff, the battlefield today
would only be remembered as the site
of a minor engagement, rather than
being recognized as a National Historic
Landmark.
The National Register does not
require a lengthy explanation of a
battle's context. The context statement
can be direct and to the point, as long as
it provides a perspective from which to
evaluate the relative importance of the
battle. For battles that are significant for
what they set in motion, the later
important events should be briefly and
generally described.

CONDUCTING
HISTORICAL
RESEARCH
In order to develop the historic
context to evaluate a battlefield, the
history of the military action must be
thoroughly understood. Information
should be gathered on the factors military, social, economic, diplomatic that account for the battle. The last
section of this bulletin contains an
extensive bibliography on American
military history. It lists bibliographies
on military history, general surveys of
military history and organizations,
specific studies of military action
grouped chronologically, battlefield
guides, military atlases, and special
studies. The bibliography is a general
list and is designed to lead the re
searcher to additional sources of
information.
In addition to the general sources
included in the bibliography, primary
and secondary source materials on
American military affairs are volumi
nous. General histories of American
wars, official records of campaigns,
studies of specific campaigns, biogra
phies of leading participants, regimental
histories, military books and manuals,
historical military atlases, guide books
to battlefields, journals of military
history, and diaries and reminiscences
of individual soldiers are generally
available at libraries. A wide variety of
sources should be consulted in conduct
ing historical research on a battlefield.
A variety of manuscript primary
sources can be found in numerous
repositories throughout the country.
The National Archives and Records
Service in Washington, D.C., has
custody of the official records of the
United States Government. These
records include military and other
agency documents, such as reports,
correspondence, maps and photo
graphs, relating to battles. Many States
and local governments maintain
archives that also include pertinent

documents. Hundreds of additional
repositories, both public and private,
include personal papers and other
manuscript collections that may contain
useful documents. Two guides to these
archives and manuscript repositories
are cited in the bibliography section of
this bulletin.
Other valuable sources of informa
tion on specific battlefields might
include books and periodicals on State,
county, and local history, historic maps,
period photographs, contemporary
newspaper accounts, and local family
records. Historic maps may include the
location of farms, property lines, road
networks, mills, bridges, churches,
cemeteries, and inns. These features
may have played an important role in
the battle such as a headquarters,
hospital, or defensive position.
It is important to consult the State
historic preservation office for informa
tion related to the site or to the events
with which it is associated.
Once the general historic context of
the battle is understood, the battlefield
itself should be surveyed.

patterns affected the flow or outcome of
the military action. The features
present on the battlefield should be
recorded through inventory forms and
photographs and located on a battle
field site map. Changes in the historic
pattern of land use should be noted.
For detailed information on undertak
ing a survey see the National Register
Bulletin, Guidelines for Local Surveys: A
Basis for Preservation Planning.
In surveying a battlefield, a basic
issue is where do battlefields start and
end? Some battles were confined to
relatively small geographic areas while
others were fluid affairs with military
activity extending over large regions.
In many instances military groups
traveled long distances before meeting
in battle. Some battlefield sites today
appear simply as an undifferentiated

series of woodlots and fields. Before
attempting to draw a boundary for the
battlefield it is vital to understand the
nature of the opposing forces, the
importance of the terrain to the direc
tion and outcome of the battle, and the
series of military actions before, during,
and after the battle. Understanding the
component parts of the battle will assist
in explaining the significance of the
battlefield, in defining a boundary, and
in determining the relative importance
of features found on the battlefield.
These are features and locations where
opposing forces, either before, during,
or after the battle, took actions based on
their assumption of being in the
presence of the enemy. Refer to section
7 for guidance on where to draw the
boundary for a battlefield.
The following is a partial list of
battlefield components:

SURVEYING THE
BATTLEFIELD
Prior to preparing a National
Register nomination, it is essential to
make an on-site inspection of the
battlefield in order to evaluate its
integrity and to determine boundaries.
Many battlefields are in private owner
ship and the surveyor should be
sensitive to private property rights and
receive the owner's permission prior to
inspecting the land. While buried
soldiers on many battlefields were later
disinterred for reburial elsewhere, the
surveyor should still be particularly
alert to evidence of human graves on
the battlefield and should be aware that
a variety of Federal, and State laws
relate to the discovery of human
remains. Documentary evidence
locating field hospitals on battlefields
might indicate the possibility of burial
sites existing on the battlefield. If a
suspected burial site is observed it
should be noted, but not disturbed.
Any potential burial site should be
reported to the State historic preserva
tion office and examined by an arche
ologist.
With the knowledge gained through
historic research, the surveyor should
have an understanding of what features
were present during the battle and how
the topography or historic land use

Battlefields may derive additional significance for their association with later efforts to
memorialize the bravery and sacrifice of the participants. The movement to construct
monuments dedicated to individual units in the 1880s gave many battlefields their
current park like appearance. Illustrated here is the monument commemorating the
Michigan Thirteenth Infantry Regiment's participation in the Battle of Chickamauga
(September 19-20, 1863). (Photo by National Park Service).
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MOVEMENTS

AREAS

• The immediate approaches to the
battlefield
• Hanking movements during the
battle
• Retrogrades or withdrawals from
the battle
• Attack movements during the
battle

• Engagement areas
• Areas of troop concentrations
• Areas where reserve troops were
positioned
• Staging areas
• Bivouac areas
• Areas where rearguard actions
took place

POSITIONS

OTHER LOCATIONS

•
•
•
•

• Commander's observation points
and their viewsheds
• Signal stations and their viewsheds
• Battle hospital sites
• Burial sites
• Command posts (also called
headquarters)
• Aspects of the historic landscape
such as:

Picket lines
Battlelines
Skirmish lines
Artillery positions

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

farmhouses and outbuildings
fencelines and hedgerows
stone walls
roads
fords
fields
orchards
woodlots
watercourses
railroad lines
bridges
sources of water

Not all of these components are
important in every battle, and there may
be others not included in the list that are
particularly important to a given battle.
Once these aspects of the battlefield
have been located and documented, the
battlefield can be evaluated.

Battlefields can be important under National Register Criterion A if they are associated with significant advances in weaponry or tactics.
Fort Pulaski, a Confederate stronghold in Chatham County, Georgia, was bombarded into submission by Federal artillery on April 10-11,
1862. The massive damage inflicted on Fort Pulaski conclusively demonstrated the ineffectiveness of old-style masonry fortifications against
the newl11-develoved rifled artillery. (Photo bu National Park Service).

1/
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VII. EVALUATING
BATTLEFIELDS
Evaluating a battlefield involves
considering its historic significance,
determining the physical integrity of
the battlefield, and defining appropriate
boundaries. National Register Bulle
tins, How to Apply the National Register
Criteria for Evaluation, and Guidelines for
Completing National Register of Historic
Places Forms should be consulted for
detailed guidance on defining signifi
cance and evaluating integrity.

DEFINING
SIGNIFICANCE

APPLYING THE NATIONAL
REGISTER CRITERIA FOR
EVALUATION
To qualify for the National Register,
a property must meet one or more of
the National Register Criteria for
Evaluation. Battlefields may qualify for
the National Register by meeting any of
the National Register Criteria for
Evaluation. They may be associated
with events, (for example, military,
diplomatic, or economic), that have
made a significant contribution to the
broad patterns of our history (Criterion
A), or they may be associated with the
lives of individuals significant in our
past (Criterion B), or they may contain
significant works of architecture or
engineering (Criterion C), or they may
have yielded, or may be likely to yield,
information important in our history
(Criterion D). In considering the
importance of battlefields, they should
be evaluated against all of the National
Register Criteria. A battlefield will be
listed in the National Register if it is
demonstrated to meet at least one of the
National Register Criteria.
Criterion A applies to battlefields
that are associated with events that
have made a significant contribution to
the broad patterns of our history. These
could be important military events,
such as the August 20, 1794, Battle of
Fallen Timbers, in northwest Ohio,
which ended Indian resistance in the

area and secured the Northwest
frontier for the new American republic.
Battles may also be associated with
events important in social history, such
as the Civil War battle at Port Hudson,
Louisiana where African-American
soldiers fighting for the Union made
important contributions, or the 1771
battle in Alamance, North Carolina
between the State milita and the
Regulators, which reflected the deep
social divisions between the settled
coastal areas and the Piedmont frontier.
Battles can also be associated with
events far removed from the scene of
military action. The American victory
over British Lt. Gen. John Burgoyne at
the Battle of Saratoga in 1777, for
example, led the King of France to
recognize the independence of the
American colonies.
Criterion B applies to battlefields
that are associated with the lives of
persons important in our past. Crite
rion B will apply to a battlefield when
the battle was an important aspect of
the person's life or career. For instance,
the 1880 fight at Tinaja De Las Palmas,
Texas, between the U.S. Army and the
Mescalaro Apaches, one of the last
major event in the Indian Wars in
Texas, is associated with the noted
Apache leader Victoria, and the 1811
Battle of Tippecanoe was a milestone in
the life of Gen. (and future President)
William Henry Harrison. For military
leaders, the battle should be considered
in light of the person's entire military
career to determine if Criterion B
applies to the particular battlefield. For
detailed guidance on applying Crite
rion B see Guidelines for Evaluating and
Documenting Properties Associated with
Significant Persons.
Criterion C applies to significant
works of architecture or engineering.
On battlefields may be found buildings
that are important examples of architec
tural styles, methods of construction, or
significant works of engineering such as
the trench systems found in battles
involving siege situations. In these
instances Criterion C applies to the
battlefield.

Criterion D applies to properties
that have yielded or are likely to yield,
information important to prehistory or
history. Historic battlefields may
contain historic archeological properties
associated with the battle. Battlefield
archeology should have a specific
purpose and be based on scholarship
and justifiable research needs. The
archeological study of human remains
and historic artifacts on the battlefield
may provide information that is not
available elsewhere. An archeological
study may help confirm or disprove the
accuracy of earlier accounts of the
battle. For example, the study of
distribution patterns of military hard
ware, especially bullets and shrapnel on
the battlefield, will add to our under
standing of how the battle was fought.
An archeological examination at Little
Bighorn Battlefield National Monument
in Montana revealed that the Indians
possessed a far greater amount of
firepower than was previously known.
The distribution pattern of bullets
found on the battlefield greatly added
to our knowledge of the progress of the
fight at the Little Big Horn. For many
battlefields the likelihood exists of
buried human remains at certain
locations on the battlefield.
Some military engagements had
naval operations conducted in associa
tion with the land battle. The river
systems played a particularly important
role in the Civil War. Battlefields may
have associated archeological remains
related to these naval operations which
it may be appropriate to include within
the boundary. In these instances,
Nominating Historic Vessels and Ship
wrecks to the National Register of Historic
Places should be consulted.

SELECTING AREAS OF
SIGNIFICANCE

For each National Register Criterion
that applies to a battlefield, an appro
priate Area of Significance should be
selected. While military is the most
common Area of Significance, others
may apply. For battlefields associated
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with an important aspect of minority
history ethnic heritage may apply. For
battlefields important for their associa
tion with later memorialization efforts
art or social history may be appropri
ate. If Criterion C applies to a battle
field, then architecture or engineering
should be selected as an Area of
Significance. For battlefields significant
under Criterion D for important
information that can be derived from an
archeological study, archeology is
appropriate. See Guidelines for Complet
ing National Register Forms for a com
plete list of Areas of Significance.

of Significance should be defined if
there was a longer intervening span
between the battle and the
memorialization effort) and the features
at the site that contribute to this later
significance should be identified. These
might include statues, monuments,
tablets marking troop positions or
movements, or roads established for
touring the battlefield. As with all
National Register properties, if the
Period of Significance is defined as
extending to within the past fifty years,
the property must be demonstrated to
have exceptional importance.

DEFINING PERIODS OF
SIGNIFICANCE

ASSESSING
INTEGRITY

Some battlefields are significant
solely for the military event that
occurred on the site. In these instances
the Period of Significance should be
defined to include the time of the battle
and any time period immediately
before or after the battle that is consid
ered significant to the area's military
history. The significance of other
battlefields may encompass a longer
time span, particularly for those
battlefields where there were important
later events to memorialize the battle
and its participants. In such cases the
Period of Significance for the site should
be extended to include these important
later developments if the
memorialization effort followed soon
after the battle (or two distinct Periods
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APPLYING THE QUALITIES
OF INTEGRITY

Integrity is the ability of a property
to convey its significance. Within the
concept of integrity, the National
Register criteria recognize seven
qualities, or aspects, that in various
combinations, define integrity. Deter
mining which of these aspects are most
important for a particular property to
convey its significance requires know
ing why, where, and when the property
is significant. The seven aspects of
integrity are: location, design, setting,
materials, workmanship, feeling, and
association. The basic guidance on
evaluating integrity is found in How to

Apply the National Register Criteria, pp.
44-49 and should be consulted before
attempting to evaluate the integrity of a
battlefield.
A property, such as a battlefield,
important for its association with a
historic event or persons ideally might
retain some features of all seven aspects
of integrity. Integrity of design and
workmanship, however, might not be as
important to the significance and would
not be relevant to the battlefield. A
basic test of integrity for a battlefield
important for its association with a
historic event or person is whether a
participant in the battle would recog
nize the property as it exists today.
Generally, the most important aspects
of integrity for battlefields are location,
setting, feeling, and association.
For a battlefield, location is the place
where the historic military event
occurred. This aspect of integrity is
present if the area defined as the
battlefield is the place where the battle
occurred. The location should be
documented using primary and second
ary sources and onsite inspection. The
location of a property, complemented
by its setting, is particularly important
in recapturing the sense of historic
events.
Setting is the physical environment
of a historic property. Whereas location
refers to the specific place where the
battle occurred, setting refers to the

In addition to being significant
as the site of important
military events, battlefields
may be important under
National Register Criterion B
for their association with the
lives of noted military leaders.
The battle should be considered
in the context of the person's
entire military career to
determine if Criterion B
applies to the battlefield. The
Battle at Horseshoe Bend in
Tallapoosa County, Alabama,
fought in 1814, not only ended
the Creek War and opened
much of Alabama and Georgia
to settlement by whites, but
also established the national
reputation of the victor, Gen.
Andrew Jackson, as a military
leader and Indian fighter.
(Photo by Horseshoe Bend
National Military Park).

character of the place in which the
property played its historic role. It
involves how, not just where, the
property is situated and its relationship
to surrounding features and open space.
The physical features of a battlefield
that make up its setting can be natural
and manrnade. They include topo
graphic features (the physical geogra
phy of the battlefield), vegetation (the
pattern of fields and woodlands),
manrnade features (stonewalls, or
fences), and the relationship between
buildings and open space.
Feeling is a battlefields's expression
of the historic sense of a particular
period of time. It results from the
presence of physical features that, taken
together, convey the property's historic
character. If a battle occurred in a rural
district, then the presence of farm roads,
agricultural buildings, and field systems
combine to convey the feeling of the area
at the time of the battle.
Association is the direct link between
the important historic event or person
and a historic property. A property
retains association if it is the place where
the event occurred.
Design, materials, and workman
ship refer to qualities associated with
manmade properties. If a historic
battlefield contains architecturally
significant properties, then these
qualities of integrity may apply. See
How to Apply the National Register Criteria
for more information.

should be classified as either contribut
ing or noncontributing to the signifi
cance of the battlefield. To contribute to
the significance of the battlefield, a
property (either a building, structure,
site, or object) must date from the
battlefield's Period of Significance,
which usually means that the property
must have been present at the time of
the battle. Properties post-dating the
battle may have significance in their
own right (for example, an architectur
ally important house built after the
war), but they cannot be considered as
contributing to the event that occurred
before they were constructed. If later
events are considered historically
significant (such as a post-battle
memorialization of the battlefield) then
the Period of Significance can be
extended to include this period and its
important resources, or two distinct
Periods of Significance can be selected
(one for the battle, and a second period
for the era of the memorialization).
Contributing resources may include
all buildings extant at the time of the
battle (including buildings that served
as headquarters, hospitals, or defensive
positions); structures such as the
original road network on the battlefield;
stone walls or earthworks used as
defensive positions, or bridges over
important waterways, sites such as
burial sites, or objects such as statues
and markers.

ASSESSING OVERALL
INTEGRITY
Battlefields cannot be frozen in time.
The cataclysmic event that gave the sites
their significance created a highly
unstable landscape of destruction. Even
where efforts to preserve the battlefield
were initiated almost immediately, as at
Gettysburg, it proved impossible to
perpetuate the scene in the exact form
and condition it presented during the
battle. Instead, Gettysburg presents
several layers of history, including its
post-battle memorialization.
The best-preserved battlefields appear
much as they would have at the time of
battle, making it easy to understand how
strategy and results were shaped by the
terrain. All properties, however, change
over time and nearly all battlefields will
contain noncontributing properties. The
impact of noncontributing properties on
a battlefield as a whole depends not only
on their number, but also on their nature
and location and the size and topogra
phy of the battlefield. While this is a
subjective judgement there are some
general principles for assessing integrity.
If the type of noncontributing property
reflects a continuing later development
of traditional landuse, then the impact of
these properties may not be as great as
that of modern properties that do not

IDENTIFYING
CONTRIBUTING AND
NONCONTRIBUTING
RESOURCES

If a battlefield contains a variety of
contributing resources (buildings,
structures, objects, or sites) and includes
extensive acreage, it should be classified
as a district. Otherwise, the battlefield
should be classified as a site. The
battlefield will usually include within its
boundary numerous features that
Battlefields may be significant under
National Register Criterion C for the
presence of important examples of
military fortifications. Shown here are
the ruins of the British Star Fort and
Patriot siege lines laid out by the brilliant
Polish military engineer, Thaddeus
Kosciuszko, at Ninety Six in Greenwood
County, South Carolina. These are rare
surviving examples of 18th century
military constructions. (Photo by Ninety
Six National Historic Site).
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The best-preserved battlefields appear much as they did at the time of the battle, making it easy to understand how strategy and results were
shaped by terrain. Partidpants in the Battle of Shiloh (April 6-7, 1862) would undoubtedly recognize the Sunken Road and the Hornet's
Nest depicted here. This was the site of ferocious fighting as Gen. Ulysses S. Grant's men desperately held this position for six hours against
eleven Confederate attacks. (Photo by National Park Service).
reflect the historic use of the land. For
example, in battlefields located in rural
or agricultural areas, the presence of
farm related buildings dating from
outside the Period of Significance
generally will not destroy the
battlefield's integrity. It is important that
the land retain its rural or agricultural
identity in order for it to convey its
Period of Significance. (See following
paragraphs on the impact of reforesta
tion). The impact of modern properties
on the historic battlefield is also lessened
if these properties are located in a
dispersed pattern. If a battlefield is
characterized by rolling topography, the
impact of later noncontributing proper
ties may also be lessened. Frequently,
one of the greatest changes to the historic
landscape is the development of modern
roadways. The changes in the roadway
circulation pattern on battlefields should
be evaluated for the impact on the
battlefield's integrity.
The issue of changing forestation on a
battlefield is complicated by the fact that
forest cover during the historic period
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may have changed dramatically in areas
of intense extended fighting. In wooded
areas, armies could use extensive
amounts of wood for cooking, creating
shelter, and in constructing defensive
works. In areas where battles took place
in cultivated fields, the abandonment of
farms could be followed quickly by
forestation.
As noted earlier, location, setting,
feeling, and association are usually the
most important aspects of integrity for
battlefields. While forestation of a
battlefield that was open land at the time
of fighting may have an impact on its
setting, it will not necessarily destroy the
battlefield's overall integrity. The
covering of former open fields with trees
is a natural and reversible alteration to
the landscape. In some instances the
abandonment of fields and the coverage
of the battlefield with trees preserves
manmade features associated with the
battle, such as trenches, rifle-pits, or
artillery positions. The presence of
natural and manmade features associ
ated with the battle is an important

factor in the battlefield retaining its
integrity of feeling and association. If it
can be demonstrated that, despite the
forestation of an area, the battle took
place in that particular spot, then the
battlefield retains integrity of location.
The impact of forestation on the
battlefield's historic setting must be
weighed against its retention of the
other aspects of overall integrity. Other
battles were fought in areas with heavy
tree coverage which has since been lost.
While the loss of historic forest covering
does have an impact on the battlefield's
historic setting, it will not necessarily
destroy the battlefield's overall integrity.
In assessing the integrity of battle
fields significant under Criterion D, if
significant archeological features are
present, integrity of setting and feeling
may not be required. Intact archeologi
cal deposits, and/ or human remains
might lie beneath more recent fill or
modern construction and integrity of
setting and feeling may not be necessary
for the property to retain its ability to
convey important information.

of the enemy. Boundaries should
include the areas where there was
hostile action between opposing forces
or areas where there was an action or
reaction generated by an opposing force
while m 1mmed1ate proximity to the
enemy. For instance, boundaries should
WHERETODRAWTHE
be drawn to include areas where a
march of one enemy force encounters an
BOUNDARY
opposing picket line, or where a
bivouac is attacked by the enemy, or a
While the decision of where to draw
bivouac
1s established opposite an
the boundary will differ for each battle
enemy
picket
line as prelude to fighting,
field, there are some general guidelines.
or
a
retreating
force establishes a
The boundary should encompass, but
holding line along its retreat route and 1s
not exceed, the full extent of the battle
attacked.
field. Included within the boundary
Generally, boundaries should not be
should be the location of the battle and
drawn
to include the portion of the route
an appropriate setting to convey its
s1gruf1cance. The inclusion of the setting taken to the battlefield where there were
no encounters. Although the route may
around where the events occurred is
be
important in understanding the
justified as imP?rtant to understanding
tactics
of the overall campaign, it
what the participants experienced and in
1s not necessary to defining the particu
explaining how the geographic setting
lar battlefield. Boundaries should not be
may have determined or influenced the
action. It is not necessary to demonstrate drawn to include retreat routes where
that soldiers fought on every square foot there was no pursuit. The boundary
also should not include features, such as
of the battlefield. For example, where a
a bivouac area, located away from the
battle was fought in a valley formed by
fighting
and not established because of
two ridgelines, it may be appropriate to
the
enemy's
position.
draw the boundary at the ridgelines
In some situations, archeological
because the topography determined the
study may help determine the bound
course of the action.
aries
of a battlefield, particularly for
A basic principle is to include within
battlefields of lesser known or docu
the boundary all of the locations where
opposing forces, either before, during, or mented conflicts.
after the battle, took actions based on
their assumption of being in the presence

SELECTING
DEFENSIBLE
BOUNDARIES

DISCONTIGUOUS
BOUNDARIES
In some instances it is appropriate to
draw boundaries that define the
battlefield into two or more discrete or
discontiguous parcels. A discontiguous
boundary is appropriate when signifi
cant action in a battle occurred in
separated areas, and the land between
the areas is not important in defining
the battlefield. For example, two
rmlitary forces meet in battle and the
main action is concentrated in one area.
One of the forces sends a smaller group
to try to flank the enemy. This smaller
group removes itself from the
battlefield, takes a circuitous route
around the enemy, and while crossing at
a river ford to attack the enemy from the
rear, meets an enemy force holding the
ford. This encounter leads to a brisk fight
that halts the invading force and
prevents it from attacking the main
enemy concentration - an important
factor in the outcome of the battle. In
this instance it may be appropriate to
define the battlefield by drawing the
boundary into two parcels- a large area
encompassing the scene of major
fighting and a smaller parcel defining
the fight at the river ford.
Another instance where it may be
appropnate to draw a discontiguous
boundary is where there are important
sites associated with the battle, but
geographically not connected to the
b:3ttlefield. In some cases, headquarters
sites or the sites of military hospitals
were located apart from the battlefield.
When this occurs it is acceptable to
draw a separate boundary for these
rmportant sites.
Battlefield boundaries should encompass,
but not exceed, the full extent of area in
which fighting took place. In some instances
this will include large land areas; in
instances where the fighting was restricted
to a small area, the battlefield may be no
more than several acres. The latter situation
occurs at Connor Battlefield (Tongue River
Battlefield) in Sublette County, Wyoming,
which m 1865 was the site of the most
important engagement of the Powder River
Indian Expedition, a punitive military
campaign to stop Sioux, Cheyenne, and
Arapaho attacks on immigrant trails. The
battlefield encompasses the site, along a bend
of the Tongue River, of Arapaho Chief Black
Bear's village, which was destroyed in the
battle. (Photo by Wyoming Recreation
Commission).
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VIII. REGISTERING
BATTLEFIELDS
it no longer possesses historic
names by the opposing forces, but
integrity reflecting its character at
usually an accepted historic name
that time or is incapable of yielding
A battlefield may be: (1) nominated
emerges over time. For a battlefield, list
important
information about the
and listed individually using National
the generally accepted historic name of
period,
or
(c)
it does not indepen
Register of Historic Places Registration
the battle (example, Perryville Battle
dently meet the National Register
Form, or (2) as part of a group of proper field). If there is more than one historic
criteria.
ties nominated in a multiple property
name, enter the name that most closely
format using National Register of
connotes the significance of the property;
In cases where a resource contributes
Historic Places Multiple Property
enter other historic names under "other
on the basis of significance unrelated to
Documentation Form. The Multiple
names."
the battlefield, Section 8 of the nomina
Property Documentation Form is a cover
tion form should explain how the
document and not a nomination in its
resource
independently meets the
own right; it serves as a basis for evalu
National Register criteria. For example,
ating the National Register eligibility of
related properties. On it, the themes,
The battlefield should be classified as a battlefield might contain a prehistoric
trends, and patterns of history shared by either a district or a site. If the battlefield archeological site that is significant in
its own right, or an architecturally
the properties are organized into
contains a variety of contributing
significant
building constructed after
historic contexts and property types
resources (buildings, structures, objects,
representing those contexts. The
or sites) and extensive acreage, it should the battlefield's defined Period of
nomination of each building, site,
be classified as a district. Otherwise, the Significance. The form should explain
how this site qualifies on its own under
district, structure, or object included
battlefield should be classified as a site.
the
criteria. Other resources which date
within the thematic group is made on
In completing National Register
National Register Registration Forms.
forms, the term "resource" refers to the from this earlier Period of Significance,
but which are not associated with a
Refer to Guidelines for Preparing National elements comprising a documented
defined
Area of Significance (for
Register of Historic Places Fonns for
property. Use the definition of "Cat
example,
the memorialization effort)
guidance on preparing a Multiple
egory of Property" to determine whether
should be counted as noncontributing.
Property Documentation Form. A
the resources comprising the property
Multiple Property Documentation Form are buildings, structures, objects, or sites.
GUIDELINES FOR
can be used to submit nominations for a Then use the following definitions to
number of sites associated with a single classify component resources as "con
COUNTING RESOURCES
battle, or it can be used to nominate all
tributing" or "noncontributing."
ON A BATTLEFIELD
eligible sites associated with a military
· campaign in a defined geographic area. • A contributing building, site,
Contributing and noncontributing
Nominations are processed according
structure, or object adds to the
resources are counted according to the
to the regulations set forth in 36 CFR
historic architectural qualities,
Part 60, and are submitted to the Na
historic associations, or archeologi guidance found in Guidelines for
Preparing National Register Forms. The
tional Park Service by the appropriate
cal values for which a property is
acreage
composing the battlefield,
State or Federal Historic Preservation
significant because (a) it was present
including the forests, fields, orchards,
Officer.
during the Period of Significance
etc., counts as one contributing site.
The following guidance supplements
and possesses historic integrity
Buildings,
structures, objects, and sites
Guidelines for Preparing National Register
reflecting its character at that time,
substantial
in size and scale or that are
of Historic Places Fonns and is organized
or is capable of yielding important
specifically
discussed in the text are
according to the section name of the
information about the period, or (b)
registration form.
it independently meets the National counted separately.
The following example of counting
Register criteria.
resources is for a battlefield that is
classified as a district because it con
• A noncontributing building, site,
structure, or object does not add to tains a number of contributing build
ings, structures, and objects: a battle
the historic architectural qualities,
field
consisting of the battle site, a
historic associations, or archeologi
trench
system, eight farm buildings
The historic name of the battlefield
cal values for which a property is
present during the battle, 12 monu
will be used to identify it in the National
significant because (a) it was not
Register files, the comprehensive
present during the Period of Signifi ments constructed by veterans of the
National Register Information System.
cance, (b) due to alterations, distur battle, fourteen modern residences, and
Battles were frequently called different
bances, additions, or other changes, a modern visitors' center, counts as one

REGISTRATION

CLASSIFICATION

NAME OF
PROPERTY
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contributing site, one contributing
structure (the trench system), eight
contributing buildings, twelve contrib
uting objects (if the Period of Signifi
cance extends to the battlefield's
commemoration period), and fifteen
noncontributing buildings.
A battlefield containing no buildings,
objects, or structures counts as one site.

FUNCTION

Guidelines for Preparing National
Register Forms includes a list of historic
and current functions that should be
consulted to define both the past and
present uses of the battlefield. Only the
most predominant functions of the
property should be listed. Functions
that may apply to battlefields could
include: domestic; commerce/trade;
social; agricultural; industry/process
ing/extraction; defense; monument/
marker; and/ or landscape.

DESCRIPTION

In this section provide a narrative
describing the current and historic
physical appearance and condition of
the battlefield including the setting,
major buildings, structures, objects, or
sites, and features of the landscape. The
narrative should begin with a summary
paragraph that briefly describes the
battlefield, noting its major physical
characteristics and assessing its overall
integrity. Additional paragraphs
describing the battlefield should
support the summary paragraph.
For some battlefields, an appropriate
boundary is not readily apparent. In
defining boundaries for battles fought in
large open areas where no geographic
features contained the battle and define
the boundary, careful consideration
should be given to original accounts of
participants and secondary sources, and
these descriptions should be evaluated
during onsite visits. This view of the
Battle of Rosebud Site in Big Horn
County, Montana, illustrates the
necessity of carefully researching
boundaries. The battle was a major
engagement in the 1876-1877 Sioux War,
and took place over an extensive area of
rolling, dry hills and breaks, interspersed
with gullies and dry creeks. (Photo by
John Popovich).

GUIDELINES FOR
DESCRIBING A
BATTLEFIELD
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

areas and periods of significance. The
important events and persons associ
ated with the battle are discussed in
relationship to the specific features
identified on the battlefield. The
Describe the appearance of the
Statement of Significance should begin
battlefield at the time of the conflict. with a summary paragraph describing
Describe the present condition of
the overall importance of the battlefield
the site and its environment.
and should be followed with additional
Describe the natural features (if any) paragraphs supporting the significance
that contributed to the selection of
of the battlefield, the event, and impor
the site as a place of battle, such as a tant persons associated with that event.
series of hills used as a defensive
system.
GUIDELINES FOR
Describe other natural features that
characterized the site at the time of DESCRIBING THE
the battle, such as vegetation (fields, SIGNIFICANCE OF
woodlots, orchards, etc.), topogra
BATTLEFIELDS
phy, bodies of water, etc.
Describe any manmade features
• How does the battlefield meet any
associated with the battle, for
or all of the National Register
example campsites, or trenches. See
criteria?
list on pages 6 and 7 for features
• How does the event that occurred
typically found on battlefields.
there reflect the broad patterns of
Describe the type and degree of
American history and why is it
alterations to the above features
significant?
since the battle, and their impact on • How does the battlefield meet any
the historic integrity of the site.
of the National Register criteria
Provide an explanation of how the
considerations?
current physical environment and
• Describe the Areas of Significance
remains of the battlefield reflect the
with which the battlefield is
Period of Significance and associa
associated.
tions for which the site is significant. • Define and justify the Period of
Significance.
• Describe the major participants
and their role in the battle.

STATEMENT OF
SIGNIFICANCE

The Statement of Significance is a
narrative that describes why the battle
was important by explaining how the
battlefield directly relates to its historic
context, National Register criteria, and

BOUNDARIES

The boundary of the battlefield
should be delineated as accurately as
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possible using a measured description,
legal descriptions, tax parcel numbers,
lines and sections on USGS maps, or a
sketch map drawn to a scale preferably
no smaller than 1" equals 200 feet.

MAPS

manmade features found on the battle
field and the flow of military action.

MAPPING THE
BATTLEFIELD

• Retreats or withdrawals from the
battlefield
• Flanking movements during the
battle
• Attack movements during the battle
• Pursuit movements during or after the
battle

There are many different approaches
Positions identify where battle lines
to mapping battlefields, but to assist in
A sketch map should be provided
were drawn. They are stationary points
understanding the action that occurred
for the battlefield indicating its bound
from which the various types of move
at these sites battlefield mapping should ments occurred. They may include:
aries and the relationship of all impor
include the movements, positions,
tant features. Buildings, objects,
areas, and other locations important in
structures, and sites should be marked
• Picket lines
explaining the battlefield.
on the map, as well as road networks,
• Skirmish lines
major land uses, and troop positions
• Battle lines
Movements identify the maneuvers
• Regrouping positions
and movements. Each resource that is
of troops throughout the battle. They
substantial in siz.e and scale should be
• Artillery positions
may include the following:
labeled by name or number.
• Entrenched positions
For properties with large acreage,
• Unentrenched troop
• Approaches to the battlefield
several maps drawn to different scales
positions
may be used in place of
one sketch map. A small
Areas define the places
scale map, such as a USGS
within the battlefield where
topographic map in the
military activity occurred.
1:24,000 series, can be
They may include:
used to delineate the
• Staging areas
overall property and may
• Engagement areas
be used to show bound
• Skirmish areas
aries, circulation net• Holding action areas
works, important natural
• Bivouac areas
features, isolated re• Troop reserve areas
sources, and clusters of
resources. Maps drawn to
Other locations are sites
a larger scale, for example,
1" equals 200 feet, can then
that played a role before,
be used to show the
during, or after the battle, but
individual resources
are too small to be defined as
located within each
an area. They may include:
cluster. A series of maps
• Command posts (also
can be provided to show
called headquarters)
the flow of action during
• Signal stations
the course of the battle.
• Hospitals
Copies of historic maps
• Observation posts
showing the land at the
time of the battle, or maps
drawn for histories of the
campaign are significant
records of battlefields, and
should be included with
the nomination if avail
able. Historic maps
should be reviewed
carefully for accuracy of
scale, and location of
Historic maps can be a valuable source of information in identifying
One important way to
features and troop
fe,atures and loc.ations of events on battlefields. Historic maps may
study
battlefields is to make
movements. Refer to the
contain information on roads, railroads, waterways, troop positions,
extensive
use of maps. Maps
Bibliography section of
locations of he,adquarters, artillery positions, entrenchments, and
can show relationships
this bulletin under
hospitals. They may indicate troop movements during the battle, the
between battlefields and land
"Historical Atlases" for
loc.ation
of home sites (with the owner's name), and local landmarks
use change. They can provide
sources of maps. Guide
(mills, etc.). To ensure accuracy, historic maps should be checked and
a regional picture or context
books to battlefields
verified against written accounts. Shown here is a map of the Battlefield for individual battlefields.
frequently contain maps
at Droop Mountain, West Virginia (November 6, 1863), prepared by
Maps convey important
that are useful in under
Henry Topping, an assistant to the engineers accompanying the Union information in easy to
standing the relationship
understand graphic images.
army. (Photo by West Virginia Antiquities Commission).
between the natural and

GEOGRAPHIC
INFORMATION
SYSTEMS
MAPPING
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There is a vast amount of map
information about battlefields and
modem land use change. For example,
there are more than 2,300 cartographic
items pertaining to the Civil War
housed in the Library of Congress. The
National Archives has approximately
8,000 Civil War maps in its collection.
Doubtless, a significant number of
historic maps exist in State and local
repositories. Even more map informa
tion exists today with respect to land
use change. Census data on population
and other demographic characteristics,
data on roads, rivers, streams, elevation,
landuse and landcover, zoning, public
land boundaries, conservation ease
ments, sensitive habitats, and bound
aries of National Register properties are
but a few of the items that appear on
maps.
The challenge in protecting battle
fields is to bring all this data together in
a coherent and orderly manner. Often
historic maps are not at the same size or
scale. Maps frequently vary in the detail
and accuracy of features. These pose
problems in overlaying or comparing
maps to each other.
Fortunately, computer mapping
programs known collectively as Geo
graphic Information Systems (GIS) can
help. GIS programs can accept maps of
different sizes or scales, store them for
future use, retrieve them for analyses,
create new maps from the analyses, and
print maps on paper, slides, transparen
cies, and computer tapes. The analytical
power of GIS, however, is its real value
with respect to documenting battle
fields. GIS can rescale historic maps to
be compatible with other historic maps
as well as with modem maps. GIS can
.assist in assessing the coincidence
between current land use and the area
encompassed by the battlefield, noting
those uses that have reduced or pre
served the integrity of the site. GIS can
calculate statistics such as acreage of
land parcels within battlefields, as well
as identify the owners of these parcels.
GIS can map what can be seen from
within a battlefield, which in tum helps
identify areas outside the battlefield that
could have a visual impact on the
battlefield setting. GIS can assist in
defining the boundaries of battlefields
by creating a composite map of battle
field movements, troop positions,
engagement areas, and sites.
When GIS is used in conjunction
with Global Positioning Systems (GPS),
a direct link can be made between field
survey and computer maps. GPS is a
field survey instrument that can store
the locational coordinates of features

(such as an entrenchment line) as they
are discovered in the field. The stored
data can then be loaded into the GIS to
yield a map of the feature. In addition
to being highly accurate (within 5
meters), the resulting map can then be
compared to historic military maps
showing the same features.
Finally, GIS enables one to focus not
only on a particular battlefield, but also
the larger regional picture. The latter
ability is especially significant because
in order to understand the importance
of a particular battle, it must often be
seen in its larger regional context or
frame of reference usually associated
with a particular campaign.
While it is not required in the
preparation of a nomination, GIS is an
effective tool for documenting battle
fields because of its flexibility in inte
grating map information of various
scales and details and because it has the
analytical power to highlight relation-

ships among data, which in the absence
of GIS, would be difficult or impossible
to accomplish. Most States and a
growing number of local governments
are creating GIS databases. Participat
ing in the exchange of spatial data
among these entities not only cuts the
cost of acquiring data but it also serves
to integrate battlefield information into
these governmental databases. For
further information on GIS, contact the
State historic preservation office.

PHOTOGRAPHS

Representative photographs of
contributing and noncontributing
resources found on the battlefield must
be provided with the nomination.
Copies of historic photographs, engrav
ings, and illustrations are important
documentation for battlefields and
should be provided if available.

Computerized mapping can aid in evaluating the integrity of ba ttlefields. This digitized
map of Seeond-Ker-nstown Battlefisld (l<&rnsttJWn, Virginia, July 24, 1864) shows areas
retaining integrity from the time of the battle (light shaded areas) and areas which have lost
integrity since the battle (dark shaded a reas). The map overlays information taken from
Landsat photographs on current land use, patterns of road networks, and stream forma tions.
(Map by Cultural Resources Geographic Information Systems Facility, National Park
Service).
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IX. GLOSSARY
Battle line
A formation where soldiers move out
of marching columns and form into
lines of battle or columns of attack for
both attack and defense.
Bivouac area

A temporary encampment.

Command post
A site used by a commander to
control the operation of his military
forces. Also called "headquarters."
Disengagement

When one or both military forces
voluntarily withdraws from combat.
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Flanking movement
To pass around or turn the right or
left of an enemy force.
Observation post

Vantage point used to observe the
enemy or a military engagement.

Retrograde
The forced withdrawal of troops
from an enemy or an advanced
position.
Rout
A decisive or disastrous defeat.

Picketline

Signal station
Vantage point used to transmit
information from a forward area to a
rear area.

Reserve area

Skirmish line
A small body of troops deployed in
advance of a battle line to initiate
contact with the enemy.

A position held by a detached body
of soldiers serving to guard an army
from surprise.

An area where troops are held back
from battle while the commander
decides how to use them: to reinforce
part of his line; counterattack the
enemy; or to serve as a rearguard
holding force against a victorious
enemy.
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